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Abstract
Virtual reality is providing new tools to explore and quantify human social cognition.
Here we review some recent studies using virtual characters to study imitation
behaviour, with a focus on VR methods. We created virtual characters which
demonstrate pointing actions and find that typical adults spontaneously copy action
height. In a second study, we are able to create virtual characters which mimic the
head movement of a participant in a naturalistic conversation task, but find no
evidence for increases in rapport or liking. These studies demonstrate how virtual
characters can be used to examine social cognition, and the value of greater
interaction between cognitive psychology and computing in future.
Introduction
Social cognitive neuroscience aims to discover the information processing mechanisms in
the brain which allow people to engage in social interaction. In recent years, researchers in this
tradition have begun to use the methods of virtual reality to test and advance theories of human
social behaviour. This paper reviews some work in this area, and considers how links between
cognitive neuroscience and the study of virtual agents can strengthen in the future.
As an exemplar of social behaviour, we focus on imitation. Imitation occurs when one
person performs an action and then another performs the same action, and thus is easy to recognise
in daily life. However, the classification of different forms of imitation behaviour, and the neural
mechanisms which drive imitation remain hotly contested [1,2]. Past studies of human imitation
tend to fall into two categories – lab studies where a single participant responds to an item on a
computer screen (e.g. imitates a hand movement or does not), and real-world studies where a
participant imitates or is imitated by a confederate in the context of a natural interaction. The
former has high levels of experimental control but is abstracted away from the real world. The latter
has high ecological validity but results may be contaminated by many factors which cannot be
controlled, such as the mood and unconscious behaviours of the confederate.
Virtual reality provides researchers in cognitive neuroscience with a means to achieve both
high ecological validity and high experimental control. Imitation behaviour, which involves matching
of action between two people, it is particularly amenable to VR, where a behaviour can be matched
between a person and a virtual character. Here we review studies in which we have used virtual
reality to explore imitation behaviour, with a focus on the VR methods used and the implications for
future research. Note that full details of statistical results are reported elsewhere (Hale & Hamilton,
submitted; Forbes et al, submitted). All three studies use the simple VR setup illustrated in Fig 1,
where participants are motion-tracked and view a life-size virtual character on the screen in front of
them. Note that we do not use headmounted displays or full immersion because
we need participants to be 100% confident
in ownership of their own hands & bodies,
which could be disrupted by use of an HMD.
Do participants spontaneously imitate
virtual characters?
We have previously shown that participants
will spontaneously imitate a sequence of

three actions performed by a virtual character (VC), with a faster response when the VCs action
matched the participants’ action than when they did not match [3]. Here, we aimed to expand this
result and test if participant would spontaneously imitate kinematic details of a VC’s action, in
particular, the height of the action above the table. Previous studies showed that participants
spontaneously copy action height from video clips but that this effect was smaller in participants
with autism [4].
Our study aimed to replicate the same effect in virtual reality, and to test if differences in
the social engagement of the virtual character made a difference to the level of imitation (Fig 2A).
To implement this, we first captured the natural hand, arm and head movements of a demonstrator
performing the pointing task (using Polhemus magnetic markers and MotionBuilder) and then
mapped these to a VC in Vizard. When a participant arrived in the lab, Polhemus markers were fixed
to his/her right index finger and forehead to track motion and allow the interactive task to proceed.
The task consisted of a series of trials, where first the virtual character demonstrated a pointing
sequence (from the prerecorded actions), then the participant was instructed to point to the dots in
the same sequence. While the participant performed actions, the VC actively tracked the participant
by always gazing at the marker on the participant’s forehead. This gave a clear feeling that the VC
was watching and engaged
with the participant. In a
different block of trials, an
avatar with a different
appearance gave the same
demonstrations but did not
actively watch the
participant and instead
turned her head away. This
allowed us to compare
responses with and without
social engagement from the
virtual character.
Results were analysed in terms of the peak height of the participant’s finger movement
when responding to each demonstration. Typical adults (n=25) made higher finger movements
after viewing a high trajectory compared to after viewing a low trajectory, but this was not
modulated by the level of social engagement from the virtual character (Forbes et al, submitted).
Overall, these results show that typical adults will spontaneously imitate the actions of a VC, but that
more work is needed to determine if social cues can increase or decrease imitation levels.
Do participants detect and respond prosocially when they are imitated by virtual characters?
The claim that being imitated by another person promote affiliation and prosocial feelings has been
highly influential [5] but has been tested primarily in studies using trained confederates where
experimental control is low. A smaller number of studies have created virtual characters which
imitate a participant’s head motion [6] or gestures [7] but results have been mixed [8]. We created a
virtual character which could imitate participant’s head/body movements during a picture
description task, in order to explore the factors underlying detection of imitation and the cognitive
mechanisms involved.
In this study, we first precorded 30 second descriptions of pictures for the VC to speak and
motion captured an extended natural head/body motion sequence which could drive the VC
behaviour. Then we set up a situation where a participant and a VC take turns to complete a picture
description task, where each must describe an image for 30 seconds and then listen to the other for
30 seconds, for a total of 5 turns. Piloting showed that this turn-taking task felt much more
interactive and engaging than previous tasks where participants listen to a VC without speaking.

When participants came to the lab, they were fitted with the Polhemus motion tracker on their head
& upper body, and then instructed in the picture description task.
For the first study, participants (n=64) completed the task with one VC who imitated all the
head/body movements of the participant with a 1 or 3 second delay, and a second VC whose
head/body movements were driven by the pre-recorded animation, in a counter-balanced order.
After meeting each VC, participants completed a questionnaire about their rapport, trust and
feelings of similarity with that VC, and these ratings were the primary outcome measures. Finally,
participants completed a structured debrief to determine if they consciously detected any imitation
from either VC. This method uses a within-subjects design for the factor of avatar motion (imitate or
not) because such designs typically have more power to detect small effects, but used a betweensubjects design for the factor of imitation timing.
We found that 27% of participants who were imitated with a 1 second delay were able to
spontaneously detect the mimicry, whereas only 4% who were imitated with a 3 second delay
detected mimicry, and this was a significant difference (χ2(1) = 6.9, p < 0.01). Taking only
participants who did not detect mimicry, we found a small positive effect of being imitated on
rapport ratings, but no effect on other ratings and no differences in rapport between the group with
1 second mimicry and those with 3 second mimicry. This suggests that any prosocial consequences
of being imitated are not dependent on the precise timing of the imitation, and thus implies that
cognitive mechanisms for the detection of another person imitating might be only weakly tuned.
In a second study, we aimed to test the role of cultural ingroups / outgroups on the positive
consequences of being imitated, using only the 3 second delay which gave the clearest results in
study 1. We created 2 avatars with Western appearance, name and voice, and two with an Asian
appearance / name / voice, and invited participants from the UK and from Asia (students who had
arrived in London in the last few months) to take part in our study. 40 participants were tested and
the methods & analyses were pre-registered at OSF to ensure the validity of the results. We did not
find any positive effects of being imitated on liking, rapport or trust. This null result suggests that
imitation of head/body movements alone is not enough to lead to increases in rapport or other
prosocial consequences.
Future directions
These studies demonstrate how virtual reality can be used to address important questions in
cognitive neuroscience, with demonstrations that people can imitate virtual characters and virtual

characters can imitate people in believable
interactive contexts. We provide a proof-ofprinciple for the use of interactive VCs to
probe human social cognition, combining
realism with good experimental control. We
also emphasise the need for strong
experimental design, larger sample sizes and
pre-registration of methods and analyses in
order to maximise the validity of these
results.
Our work also raises several questions for future research, including the need for better
measures of social presence and a better understanding of the role of presence in determining
participant’s behaviour in VR and reactions to it. We also suggest that better control of VC actions
and blending of motion capture actions will allow greater interactivity, and thus enable cognitive
studies of interactive behaviour.
Finally, we suggest that there are important and deep parallels between the study of human
social behaviour and the development of artificial systems which show human-like behaviour (Fig 4).
Great advances have been made recently in both computer vision and in understanding information
processing in the human visual system. Similar advances are needed in understanding the control of
human social behaviour and in developing appropriate control policies to generate interactive and
intelligent agents, and in understanding and modelling decision making. Thus, it will be possible to
both understand human behaviour and to generate it in artificial systems.
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